	
  

Segment:
Line nr:
Line name
Version:
Material:
Ltd:
code:
KW35-01
KW35-02
KW35-03
KW35-04
KW31-06

Sport
35
2-SQUARED
Chrono
St. Steel / St. Steel + PVD
250 pcs
Silver Shadow Inox /Grey Dial
Speedboat Inox /Silver Dial
Roadster Gun Pvd/ Grey Dial
Monza Black Pvd /Black Dial
Dark Cloud Gun Pvd/Grey Dial

History
Italian people always loved competition and motor race; so many people are passionate about racing
with cars, motorbikes, boats.
Italy is not only Ferrari's country, but also is the mother place of Alfa Romeo, Lamborghini,
Maserati, Ducati, Aprilia, etc.
So many good pilot of Cars, Motorbikes, Boats
The Visconti collection TWO SQUARED Chrono is for people who love motors, races and their
world, technological and design challenges as well as they are sport passionate.

Note
Visconti TWO SQUARED chronograph, in addition to use one of the most distinctive shapes
created in almost thirty years of history by this Florentine company (squaring the circle, synthesis of
square and circle), shows an innovative multilevel skeleton dial that allows vision of much of the
luxe finish movement.
Its construction highlights the presence of two steel disks, cut directly from Visconti with a
vanguard technique, instead of traditional Small Seconds and Minutes Counter hands.
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Technical Features
Movement

Swiss Made automatic movement
28.800 A/h.
Adjusted to 4 positions, movement rate tolerance ±15
sec./day; Luxe finish: perlée rodhié module.
Côtes de Genève decorated movement;
Power reserve: 40 hours.
Dimensions: Ø 30.00 mm.
Thickness 6.9 mm.
VI-AC304-03 base on Dubois-Depraz 2021
57 jewels, Top assortment, Glucydur balance wheel.

Functions

Cr: HH, MM, seconds at 3 o'clock.
Chronograph: 60 sec. counter in the centre,
30 min. counter at 9 o'clock, 12 hr. counter at 6 o'clock.
Visible date disc readable at 12 o'clock.

Case

Dimensions

Waterproof to
Dial

Hands

Strap/Bracelet

AISI316 stainless steel, micro-shot blasted, polished and
satin- finished.
Screwed in place strap lugs in polished and satin-finished
AISI316 stainless steel.
The back-cover is screwed in place, satin and polished
finishing.
Flat sapphire watch glass on bezel and back-cover.
As an alternative PVD (Gun metal or Black) coating for bezel,
case central
Diameter 42.00 mm
Thickness 17.10 mm
Overall dimensions at crown 47.15 mm
Height 55.40 mm
20 ATM
Multi-level with apertures revealing the movement, various
finishing and colours Nickel indexes with luminescent
material.
Hour and minute hands to an exclusive Visconti design, sweep
seconds’ hand.
Skeleton discs for minute counter and continuous second. Hours
and minutes coated with luminescent material.
Hour counter sphere with varnish decal.
In water-resistant leather.
Visconti satin-finish stainless steel buckle.
Optional: stainless steel bracelet with safety buckle.
24/22 mm.
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